
  

 

Fabipops Launches Website Makeover and 

Plans to Open the First Cake Pop Store in Brooklyn 

Brooklyn, NY – [July 1st, 2013] Fabipops, a luxury dessert company based out of a kosher kitchen in 
Brooklyn and known for its infamous cake pops, has just unveiled its new website and plans for its first 
store location.  After its birth in 2012, Fabipops has managed to become a favorite choice among 
consumers and celebrities for its gourmet bite-sized cake pops and one of kind designs – so much so 
that Fabipops decided to open up the first cake pop store in Brooklyn to meet consumer demand, 
debuting to the public on August 2, 2013. 
 
Fabipops has made headway in the industry for its signature dessert tables and unique hand-designed 
artwork that cannot be found in stores, completely altering the dessert experience.  Fabipops have 
become a substitute to traditional cakes and dessert platters, as it fulfills two of the largest trends that 
are currently being adopted into the daily lives of consumers: cutting back on costs and becoming more 
environmentally friendly, while of course keep its status as a luxury dessert. 
 
For people who are planning a special occasion either large or small, but are still dealing with the affects 
of the economic depression that has swept the country, Fabipops has become a less costly-alternative to 
a dessert hour at a catering hall or expensive cake. 
 
Along with reducing expenses, Fabipops eliminates plates and silverware, enabling less paper, plastic 
and water to be wasted on the clean-up process.  This also means a weight is lifted off the serving staff, 
which can be a life-changing factor for parties that center on children, just one of Fabipop’s specialties. 
 
Each portion-controlled sized cake pop can be designed for a customer’s liking, right down to the very 

teaspoon. Fabiopops come in the form of cake pops, ring pops and push pops, all of which can be 

altered to fit the needs for any holiday or occasion and are available in a dozen flavors which include: 

Birthday Cake, S’mores, Cotton Candy, Winter Breeze, Lemon Raspberry Drop, Almond, Strawberry 

Shortcake, CheeseCake Pop, Cookies and Cream, and Brooklyn Batter. Fabipops also makes alcohol 

infused Fabipops & gluten, dairy, and nut-free Fabipops. 

Recently, Fabipops was the highlight of Grammy-winning artist, Eve’s album release party in May of 
2013 and the show Love and Hip-Hop’s reunion, along with the Taste of Hope charity.  
 
 



About Fabipops 

Fabipops is a luxury dessert company based out of a kosher kitchen in Brooklyn, NY that is known for its 

unique hand-designs and rich flavors. In 2012 Fabiola Scarbrough gave birth to Fabipops after the death 

of her newborn, as she took solace in baking and crafting desserts for kid parties, which later blossomed 

into a full-fledged gourmet dessert business. The memory of her first-born was kept alive through her 

cake pops , and has also given her the sheer will to transform Fabipops into the growing enterprise that 

it is today. Fabipop’s caters to events of all kinds, including weddings, first-birthdays, baby showers and 

both corporate and celebrity events. With its first storefront planned to open in August, 2013, Fabipops 

will be the first cake pop shop in Brooklyn, NY. For more information on how to book Fabipops for a 

catering event, please contact info@fabipops.com.  

 

About Fabiola 

Fabiola Scarbrough is the CEO and designer of Fabipop and has always had a background in finance and 

accounting – baking came into play in the latter part of her life. She was born in Port Au Prince, Haiti and 

moved to New York when she was two-years old, where she later on went to attend a community 

college and Post University, majoring in finance and accounting. Fabiola has held a variety finance 

positions in an array of large corporations like JP Morgan Chase and Bank of New York. Today, she is the 

owner and dessert chef behind Fabipops, and although her past careers may not have an immediate 

impact on baking, the skills that she developed were utilized to create the business she has today.   

 
Press and Event Contact: 
Ashley Caputo 
pr@fabipops.com 
914.523.1571 
 
Marketing Contact: 
Jamir Scarbrough  
marketing@fabipops.com  
 
Catering Inquires: 
Info@fabipops.com  
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